ABSTRACT This paper studies the physical-layer multicasting design for downstream G.fast digital subscriber line (DSL) transmission, which corresponds to a multi-user multi-tone (i.e., multi-carrier) scenario. The design goal is to maximize the weighted-sum-group-rate (WSGR) under per-line power constraints. First, as an information-theoretic upper bound, full-rank precoding-based multicasting is considered with joint channel coding across tones. For a single multicast group, this problem corresponds to a non-linear convex semidefinite program (SDP), which is coupled across tones. To reduce the computational complexity, a Lagrange dual decomposition method is developed. This approach is then extended toward multiple multicast groups based on difference-of-convex (DC) programming. Furthermore, a practical multicasting scheme is considered based on rank-one single-stream precoding and independent per-tone channel coding. For this case, instead of relying on computationally complex semidefinite relaxation, a successive convex approximation-based trust-region algorithm is developed. Finally, the simulations of a G.fast cable binder show that the practical multicasting scheme operates close to the information-theoretic multicasting upper bound.
I. INTRODUCTION
Introduced by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), G.fast [2] is the digital subscriber lines (DSL) access technology that marks the beginning of ''ultra-broadband copper access'' by offering gigabit (i.e. fiber-like) transmission speeds. These speeds are achieved by employing discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) in a broad spectrum up to 212 MHz over very short copper telephony lines (below 100 m). Importantly, the use of such high frequencies leads to increasingly stronger levels of crosstalk interference among the lines within a cable binder [3] . This resulted in many advanced precoding-based unicasting strategies for
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downstream DSL transmission [4] - [6] , where all subscribers or users receive independent data streams.
To further improve DSL networks, other transmission strategies that fully take advantage of these strong crosstalk interference have to be developed. To that end, this paper considers physical-layer multicasting, taking into consideration that some users may request the same data streams at the same time. This is for instance the case with IP-multicast based (radio and TV) broadcasting, video conferencing or live event streaming. In such a scenario, physical-layer multicasting is indeed able to outperform standard unicasting in G.fast, due to these strong crosstalk interference, which provides the cable binder with a multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) capacity or power gain. A similar scenario appears in the specific case of a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) in small-cell deployment, where the fronthaul or backhaul links between the centralized processor and the base stations are provided by copper telephony lines. Such a C-RAN using the data-sharing cooperation strategy is then able to take advantage of a possible DSL multicasting capability [7] , [8] . Moreover, a recent consideration of the DSL community is that future DSL technologies should encompass point-tomultipoint transmission to many in-home access points and devices [9] , yielding potential multicasting use cases.
A practical and widely adopted transmission scheme for physical layer multicasting is rank-one precoding, which corresponds to using a single precoder vector and data stream for each multicast group. This scheme has been extensively studied in wireless communications for single-carrier channels. Two basic precoding design problems are sum-power minimization under signal-to-interferenceplus-noise ratio (SINR) constraints (the quality-of-service (QoS) problem), and SINR maximization under a sum-power constraint (the max-min-fairness problem). However, even for single-group multicasting, these precoding design problems are non-convex [10] . A first approach to solving such a precoding design problem is based on semidefinite relaxation (SDR), by reformulating the problem as a rank-one constrained semidefinite program (SDP). Hence, subsequently dropping the non-convex rank-one constraint leads to a convex SDP which corresponds in fact to the single-group multicasting capacity [11] . This convex SDP has a possibly full-rank transmit covariance matrix as a solution, which may be approximated by a rank-one matrix using a randomization procedure [12] . This SDR approach has been extended for multi-group multicasting in [13] .
On the other hand, directly optimizing the precoding vectors based on successive convex approximation (SCA) [14] has been shown to outperform the SDR approach, both in terms of performance and computational complexity. See e.g. [15] where a locally-optimal iterative second-order cone programming (SOCP) is proposed for the single-group multicasting scenario. Moreover, a globally-optimal branch-andbound algorithm for single-group multicasting has been proposed in [16] . For multi-group multicasting, on the other hand, a SCA approach has been proposed by relying on the feasible-point-pursuit-SCA algorithm for non-convex quadratically constrained quadratic programs (QCQPs) [17] , [18] .
Nevertheless, DSL transmission corresponds to a multi-tone (i.e. multi-carrier) scenario, such that in this paper, different from the QoS and max-min-fairness design problems, the weighted-sum-group-rate (WSGR) maximization design problem for multi-group multicasting is studied. This problem has been tackled in [19] , [20] by a two-step heuristic algorithm for a single-carrier scenario. However, the first step corresponds to the QoS problem given fixed SINR constraints which is being solved by the computationally complex SDR approach. The second step consists of a power reallocation given fixed precoding vectors via a subgradient approach. In addition, a SCA approach has been recently proposed for maximizing the minimum group rate with antenna selection for multi-carrier systems with (a limited number) of sub-carriers in [21] . However, the large number of tones in DSL together with the design problem being coupled across the tones leads to excessive computational complexity, which is specifically addressed in this paper.
A. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, the physical-layer multicasting design problem of maximizing the WSGR is considered for downstream G.fast DSL transmission, which corresponds to a multi-user multi-tone (i.e. multi-carrier) scenario.
The first part of this paper considers full-rank precodingbased multicasting, by means of full-rank transmit covariance matrices in combination with joint channel coding across tones. This means that users of the same multicast group communicate at the same total bit-rate aggregated over all tones, while they may have a different set of SINR values across the tones. For the single-group case, this leads to a non-linear convex SDP which is coupled across tones, corresponding to the multicasting capacity. To deal with the large number of tones in G.fast, a Lagrange dual decomposition method with a subgradient search is proposed for solving this SDP. This approach is then generalized for multi-group multicasting by relying on SCA-SDP, based on difference-of-convex (DC) programming. Unfortunately, since a practical implementation of this multicasting scheme has not yet been realized, it is information-theoretic in nature and merely serves as an upper bound for practical multicasting schemes.
The second part of this paper considers a practical rank-one single-stream precoding based multicasting scheme, together with independent per-tone channel coding, such that users of the same multicast group communicate at the same bit-rate on every tone independently, according to the minimum SINR value. For this case a trust-region method based on SCA is proposed to maximize the WSGR. In addition, inspired by [22] , a zero-forcing (ZF) rank-one precoding based multicasting scheme is proposed based on the two-layer blockdiagonalizing precoder of [23] , [24] , to further reduce the computational complexity.
Finally, simulations of downstream transmission in a 10-line G.fast cable binder are provided. The practical multicasting scheme is shown to operate close to the information-theoretic upper bound.
B. ORGANIZATION AND NOTATION
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model for downstream G.fast DSL transmission. Section III addresses WSGR maximization for full-rank precoding-based multicasting, while Section IV considers rank-one precoding-based multicasting. Section V presents simulation results for a G.fast cable binder. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
Lower-case boldface letters are used to denote vectors and uppercase boldface letters for matrices. Further, I A is used as the identity matrix of size A, (.) T as the transpose, (.) H as the Hermitian transpose, (.)
* as the complex conjugate, E {.} as expectation,[X] ij as the i, j-th element of X, Tr {.} as trace, diag(x) a diagonal matrix with x on the diagonal, | · | as the scalar absolute value, and 1 as a vector of ones.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Downstream transmission in a G.fast cable binder with N lines or users is considered (see Fig. 1 ). Assuming standard synchronous DMT with K tones and a sufficiently long cyclic prefix, the transmission is modeled independently across the tones as
where 
where the h n,H k is the channel row vector from the access node to the receiver of user n. The diagonal elements of H k represent the direct channels, whereas the off-diagonal elements represent the crosstalk channels. Although the direct channels of H k typically are dominant below 30 MHz (i.e.
, this is not valid for higher frequencies of G.fast where the direct channels may even be weaker than the crosstalk channels [3] .
Perfect knowledge of the channel matrices is assumed. In DSL systems the channel characteristics vary slowly with time such that the access node is indeed able to estimate and track the channel characteristics by sending pilot symbols interleaved with the data symbols [2] .
In G.fast, per-line spectral mask constraints and aggregate transmit power (ATP) constraints are enforced, i.e.,
The capacity of this multi-tone channel for user n in bits/s is then given by R n = f s k b n k where f s is the DMT symbol rate and b n k represents the achievable bit-rate (in bits per DMT symbol) on tone k b n k = log 2 1 + SINR n k (5) with SINR n k the SINR at the receiver of user n on tone k. Note that in Section III and IV the natural logarithm is adopted in (5) and f s is dropped for concise notation, such that all bit-rates in those sections are expressed in nats/DMT symbol.
III. FULL-RANK PRECODING-BASED MULTICASTING
In this section, a dual decomposition algorithm for full-rank precoding-based multicasting is proposed, which corresponds to the multicasting capacity for a single group. Second, the proposed algorithm is generalized to multi-group multicasting, by relying on DC programming.
A. SINGLE-GROUP MULTICASTING
From an information-theoretic perspective, the single-group multicasting capacity for model (1) under per-line power constraints can be shown to be [11] , [25] maximize
where C k E{x k x H k } is the N × N positive-semidefinite transmit covariance matrix on tone k. Observe that (6) assumes joint channel coding across tones. All users thus communicate at the same minimum bit-rate aggregated over all tones, while they may achieve a different set of SINR values across the tones. The use of independent channel coding on each tone separately, on the other hand, restricts users from the same multicast group to communicate at the same bit-rate at every tone separately, according to the minimum SINR value. This is equivalent to shifting the summation over the tones k outside the min-function in the objective of (6) . Although the use of independent channel coding is in fact optimal with respect to the unicasting capacity 1 [26, Ch. 5.3.3] , this is not valid for the case of multicasting.
Note that problem (6) does not assume any physical-layer multicasting scheme, it merely assumes possibly full-rank transmit covariance matrices. As a result, the capacity promised by (6) can be considered as an upper bound for any possible physical-layer multicasting scheme. However, for a single tone (K = 1) channel with up to N = 3 users, rank-one single-stream precoding is capacity-achieving since the optimal transmit covariance matrix in (6) is rank-one [11] , [27] . In addition, rank-2 Alamouti precoding is capacity-achieving up to N = 8 users on a single tone [11] .
Since the minimum of a set of concave functions is concave, (6) is a (non-smooth) convex problem. Notwithstanding its convexity, (6) has a high complexity, due to the coupling across tones and the large number of tones K in DSL networks. 2 Therefore, (6) is first reformulated into a smooth problem and then decoupled into K independent low-complexity subproblems, by relying on Lagrange dual decomposition.
The smooth version of (6) is formulated by introducing the auxiliary (positive real) variable t
Since (7) is convex with strictly feasible constraints, strong duality holds in (7) and Lagrange dual decomposition may be used to decouple the constraint functions in (7b) and (7d 
and the Lagrange dual problem is
If (1 − n θ n ) is positive, it is easy to see that the Lagrangian is unbounded from above (i.e. setting t = ∞ is optimal), meaning that the Lagrange dual problem (10) is infeasible. If, on the other hand, (1 − n θ n ) is negative, the optimal t has zero value, meaning that the primal problem (7) is infeasible. This results in the hidden constraint n θ n = 1 and yields the following equivalent Lagrange dual problem (where t has been effectively removed):
where P ATP 1P ATP . The Lagrange dual function consists of K independent per-tone subproblems g k (θ , λ)
Each per-tone subproblem (12) is a smooth small-scale convex problem and thus may be efficiently solved to its global optimum with a standard optimization tool like e.g. CVX [30] .
The remaining difficulty lies in finding the optimal Lagrange multipliers θ and λ that solve the equivalent dual problem (11) . A well-known technique for solving this dual problem is the projected subgradient method [31] . A possible subgradient direction for θ and λ at iterate i is
where
The basic update of the Lagrange multipliers in the subgradient direction with step sizes δ i θ and δ i λ is then written as θ
The updated Lagrange multipliers should be Euclidean projected back on their respective constraint sets. For λ, this projection is realized by simply replacing (16) with
For θ , on the other hand, there is a joint Euclidean projection needed onto two sets: C 1 = {θ |1 T θ = 1} and C 2 = {θ |θ 0}, which is detailed in Appendix A. Note that the Euclidean projection onto the constraint set never results in moving further away from the optimal point. For instance, if all obtained data rates corresponding to θ (i) are equal at a certain iteration i (i.e., θ (i) is the optimal Lagrange multiplier vector with R (i) = R1 N ), then Euclidean projection of θ (i+1) results into the same vector θ (i) . Further, the projected subgradient method is guaranteed to converge if the step sizes δ i θ and δ i λ are chosen sufficiently small [31] . The complete algorithm is summarized in Alg. 1 and is guaranteed to converge to the global optimum of the convex VOLUME 7, 2019
Algorithm 1 Single-Group Multicasting
Initialize θ = 1/N and λ 0 repeat
single-group multicasting problem (6) . For a general number of users N and tones K , the rank of the optimal C k in (6) may be larger than one. However, in case of a single user (N = 1), the single optimal Lagrange multiplier θ * equals one and the per-tone slave problems g k (θ * , λ) have an optimal rank-one solution (see e.g. [32] for an SVD-based method). Furthermore, in case of a single tone (K = 1), problem (7) may be simplified to a linear SDP [10] .
B. MULTI-GROUP MULTICASTING
In this subsection, Alg. 1 is generalized for single-group multicasting towards the case with multiple interfering multicasting groups. Consider G groups with 1 ≤ G ≤ N , and let G g denote the set of users in group g, and |G g | the number of users in group g. Each user n is member of one and only one group, denoted by
The goal is to maximize the WSGR by optimizing the transmit covariance matrices under per-line power constraints:
where α g is the nonnegative weight of group g. Strictly speaking, (19) is not equivalent to the true multi-group multicasting capacity, which requires dirty-paper coding [33] among the groups. However, (19) can be seen as a theoretical achievable rate for any physical-layer scheme using only linear encoding and decoding of the groups. From an optimization point of view, (19) can also be seen as the SDR upper bound of the rank-one single stream precoding scheme in Section IV. Unlike the single-group case, (19) is non-convex due the inter-group interference. Fortunately, the difference of concave functions structure in (18) allows to leverage successive lower bound maximization (also known as the majorization-minimization (MM) method). To see this,
and the noise and interference covariance matrix X n k 1 + j =g n Tr A n k C j k , such that (18) may be re-written as follows:
A first-order approximation of the second term in (20) 
leads to a global concave lower bound for
Then, in iteration l, the successive lower bound maximization updates the transmit covariance matrices, by solving the following non-smooth convex problem given the iterate C (l−1) k ∀k from the previous iteration:
Problem (23) may be again optimally solved using the same approach as in Section III-A for the single-group case. First the smooth version of (23) is formulated by introducing the auxiliary variables {t g } for each group, i.e., maximize
Since strong duality holds in (24) , it can be shown to be equivalent to the following constrained Lagrange dual problem:
T are the Lagrange multipliers of the |G g | users in group g. Moreover, θ n denotes the Lagrange multiplier associated with user n of group g n .
Algorithm 2 Multi-Group Multicasting
Initialize θ g = α g 1/|G g |, ∀g and λ 0 Set l = 0 and initialize {C
The corresponding subgradient direction and basic update of θ g for group g in iteration i are given by (27) with
k are the optimized transmit covariance matrices, obtained by solving K independent per-tone smooth convex subproblems:
The complete algorithm for multi-group multicasting is summarized in Alg. 2. The following convergence result for Alg. 2 is stated below:
k |∀k} has a monotonically non-decreasing objective value in (19a), and moreover, the iterates {C (l) } are guaranteed to converge to the set of stationary points of (19) .
Proof: Alg. 2 is a special case of the non-smooth successive upper bound minimization algorithm discussed in [34] . For completeness, a full proof is provided in Appendix B.
With respect to computational complexity, updating the transmit covariance matrices in each iteration by solving problem (28) for all tones is the most expensive step of Alg. 2. It corresponds to a non-linear SDP with G matrices of size N × N for every tone k, which may be solved by interior point methods of standard solvers such as CVX [30] (28) correspond to a weighted-sum-rate maximization in a downstream unicasting scenario. Remarkably, for the unicasting case, these subproblems (28) admit optimal rank-one solutions [35] , which is not true in general for the multicasting case.
IV. RANK-ONE PRECODING-BASED MULTICASTING
The bit-rates promised by full-rank precoding-based multicasting, as studied in Section III, provide a theoretical achievability, but to the best our knowledge, there is no physical-layer multicasting scheme successfully implemented and demonstrated that is able to practically achieve these bit-rates for any number of users N and tones K . In contrast, a widely adopted practical multicasting scheme is based on rank-one precoding (i.e. using a single precoder vector and a single stream for each multicast group on every tone), which is efficiently implementable, but achieves only sub-optimal bit-rates in general.
In the rank-one precoding case, the transmit vector on tone k is
Another practical assumption adopted in this section is independent per-tone channel coding. Users of the same group hence communicate at the same bit-rate on every 3 Although the primal domain DSB algorithm in [35, Alg. 3] applies to a full-duplex scenario, for the downstream scenario a specific instance of the algorithm is obtained by setting all user weights in the upstream direction equal to zero. VOLUME 7, 2019 tone separately, according to the minimum SINR on every tone. Note that this ensures compatibility with practical DSL systems in which QAM symbols are transmitted instead of Gaussian signals, which may be modeled by inserting a SNR gap approximation in (30) . 4 In addition, the per-line ATP constraints are dropped, since these are always observed to be inactive in our simulations (Section V). As a result, the corresponding WSGR maximization problem fully decouples into independent per-tone subproblems, which reduces both the implementation and the optimization complexity. However, it is stressed that both per-line ATP and joint channel coding across tones may be included using the same Lagrange dual decomposition approach as in Section III-B.
In the remainder of this section, an iterative trust-region method for WSGR maximization is proposed, based on SCA instead of computationally complex SDR. Then, to further reduce the computational complexity, ZF rank-one precoding is considered.
A. GENERAL RANK-ONE MULTICASTING
The WSGR maximization problem subject to per-line power constraints is formulated independently for every tone k as follows:
where α g is the weight of group g, and c g k is the bit-rate for group g on tone k.
To solve (31) , it is first re-formulated into a smooth problem by introducing a set of auxiliary (positive real) variables {t g k }:
Solving problem (32) is made difficult by the non-convex constraint (32b) that needs to be tackled. First, the non-convex term b n k (P k ) in (30) is re-written as
with 4 Although in DSL the coded bits of a codeword are typically mapped into QAM symbols that are transmitted over different tones (i.e. channel coding across tones), the error rate performance is very close to and thus accurately approximated by the per-tone channel coding case [36] .
and A n k = h n k h n,H k . Unfortunately, since both log-terms in (33) are non-convex due to the quadratic terms in (34a), there is no longer a difference of concave functions structure, so that the DC programming approach of Section III-B cannot be used here. To deal with this issue, this section proposes instead the concave approximation of b n k (P k ) byb n k (P k |P k ) around a given point P k as shown in (35) on the bottom of the next page. This approximation is based on the first-order Taylor expansion of the first log-term in (33) in the variables {p j k }, together with the first-order Taylor expansion of the second log-term in the (convex) quadratic terms {p
Notice that for the differentiation of a real function with respect to a complex variable, the rules of Wirtinger are used (see e.g. [37] ). In addition, note that a first-order approximation of the second log-term in the variables {p j k } is not done here. It would in fact result in too much linearization and a very inaccurate approximation of (33) .
Since approximation (35) is neither a lower bound nor an upper bound of b n k (P k ), a trust region approach is adopted to control the approximation accuracy. More specifically, an iterative method (listed in Alg. 3) is proposed for solving (31) that generates a sequence of iterates {P k (l)}, by relying on (35) that models the non-convex term in (32b) in a sufficiently small neighborhood of P k (l), also known as the trust region [38] . Given this trust region-based model, the precoder matrices are updated by solving the following small-scale convex problem:
where (36c) is the trust region constraint with l k ≥ 0 denoting the trust region radius at iteration l. Instrumental here is the choice of the trust region radius, which should result in a sufficient increase of the objective value in (31a) compared to the objective value predicted by the model in (36a). That is, l k should be chosen for all tones k such that
with 0 < ρ < 1 a pre-defined constant [38] . The numerator and denominator in (37) are called the actual and predicted increase, respectively. Note that the predicted increase is always non-negative, such that this trust region condition yields a monotonically non-decreasing objective value. See [38] , [39] for elaborate trust region radius update schemes. In Alg. 3 the radius is iteratively decreased with a factor β 1 ≤ 1 until (37) is satisfied. Moreover, the following convergence result for Alg. 3 is provided in the theorem below.
Algorithm 3 Rank-1 Precoding-based Multicasting
Initialize λ 0, {ρ, β 1 } ∈ (0, 1),
k } generated by Alg. 3 has a monotonically non-decreasing objective value and converges to a stationary point of problem (31) .
Proof: The monotonically non-decreasing objective value convergence is easily established by the trust region condition in (37) that is satisfied every iteration. To show convergence to a stationary point, a similar proof outline as in [38, Chapter 12] is followed. For completeness, a full proof is provided in Appendix C.
The computational complexity of Alg. 3 is dominated by the computation of the precoder matrices of size N × G for every iteration in optimization problem (36) for all tones. For each tone, problem (36) corresponds to quadratically constrained linear program (QCLP), which can be equivalently reformulated as a SOCP, and thus may be efficiently solved using the interior-point method in standard solvers such as CVX [30] . In terms of worst-case complexity, this requires O( √ NG log(1/ )) iterations for an -accurate solution, with an approximate per-iteration complexity of O((NG) 3 ) [28] . Summing up, the total complexity of Alg. 3 is O(I 1 K (NG) 3.5 log(1/ )), with I 1 the number of SCA outer iterations (including the unsuccessful trials when (37) is not satisfied). It is remarked that the number of unsuccessful trials can be limited by efficiently keeping track of the trust region radii. Typically, 10-20 iterations are sufficient for Alg. 3 to converge as shown in Section V.
Moreover, note that Alg. 3 has a significantly lower per-iteration computational complexity than Alg. 2. This results mainly from the use of G precoder vectors of length N (i.e. rank-one precoding), instead of using G covariance matrices of size N × N (i.e. full-rank precoding). This yields a per-iteration computational complexity of O((NG) 3 ) for O((N 2 G) 3 ) for Alg. 2, since the computational complexity of interior-point methods scales (worstcase) cubically with the number of optimization variables.
Alg. 3 versus

B. RANK-ONE ZF-PRECODING
Inspired by [22] to further reduce the computational complexity, this section considers rank-one ZF-precoding for multi-group multicasting, based on the block-diagonalizing ZF precoder for downstream unicasting [23] , [24] . In order to cancel all inter-group interference, the premise is that the precoder vector p g k of group g on tone k should lie in the null-space of
with H g k a channel matrix of size N × |G g | containing the |G g | channel vectors associated with group g on tone k. An efficient way to obtain these unitary null-space bases, is to compute the QR decomposition of the Hermitian conjugated H
As a result, the ZF precoding matrix P k may now be expressed as 
Notwithstanding there is no inter-group interference, problem (41) is still non-convex due to the quadratic term inside the log-function. Problem (41) can be tackled with a similar iterative trust-region method as in Section IV-A, by using in each iteration a first-order Taylor expansion of the log-term around the previous operating point {v g k }, i.e.,
Further details are omitted for brevity. Assuming the same number of users in each group, i.e. |G| = |G g |, ∀g, with N ≥ |G|, the total complexity reduces to O(I 1 K (|G|G) 3.5 log(1/ )), with I 1 the number of SCA outer iterations. Due to the ZF constraints, the number of SCA iterations I 1 is typically smaller than with general rank-one precoding. Moreover, heuristic methods to compute the inner precoder vectors {v k } are possible. For instance, the heuristic method in [22] for the (single-tone) max-min-fairness problem with a sum-power constraint can be used for initialization (with simply scaling of the precoder vectors to satisfy the per-line power constraints).
Remark 2:
This rank-one ZF-precoding-based multicasting scheme is a generalization of the BD-based ZF precoder for downstream unicasting in [40] . In case of N single-user groups, (41) turns into a smooth yet still non-convex problem. However, in this case it may be solved by convex SDR, which is tight since [40] provides a Lagrange dual decomposition approach with an optimal rank-one solution. Such a SDR approach is not tight in general for multicasting.
V. G.FAST CABLE BINDER SIMULATION
In this section, a cable binder is simulated consisting of 10 lines with a length of 80 m, for the downstream G.fast 212 MHz profile and using various multicasting schemes. The channel matrices have been obtained by measurements of a single cable binder. Following the G.fast recommendation [2] , the per-line ATP constraints are 8 dBm while the per-tone PSD spectral masks are obtained from [41] ranging from −65 dBm/Hz to −79 dBm/Hz. The tone spacing f is 51.75 kHz and the noise PSD is assumed to be −140 dBm/Hz. The symbol rate is 48 kHz. In these simulations, the obtained bit loadings are capped at 14 bits and the ATP constraints are always observed to be inactive. The following schemes below are considered.
• ZF-Precoding-Based Unicasting (ZF-UC): is the baseline unicasting scheme. It uses the ZF precoder matrix, whereas the power allocation is optimized for WSGR maximization, using a similar Langrange dual decomposition method as in Section III.
• Rank-One ZF-Precoding-Based Multicasting (Rank-1 ZF-MC): as presented in Section IV-B. The initialization is based on a scaling of the inner precoder vectors obtained by the heuristic successive precoding method in [22, Alg. 3 ] to satisfy the per-line power constraints.
• Rank-One Precoding-Based Multicasting (Rank-1 MC): as presented in Section IV-A. The same initialization procedure as in Rank-1 ZF-MC is used.
• Full-Rank MC: as presented in Section III-B. To speed up convergence, it is initialized with the solution of Rank-1 MC.
A. SINGLE-GROUP MULTICASTING
In this subsection, the 10-line G.fast cable binder is considered to be a single-group. The numerical results in Table 1 show that all multicasting schemes achieve a significant gain 
FIGURE 2.
The minimum bit-rate across the frequency for the single-group multicasting G.fast scenario. For ZF-UC and Full-Rank MC, this corresponds to the mean user bit-rate.
over the baseline unicasting scheme. The multicasting capacity is provided by the Full-Rank MC with channel coding across tones (Section III-A). However, to the best of our knowledge, this capacity cannot be practically achieved by any physical-layer multicasting scheme. Moreover, the corresponding optimization method (Alg. 1) is very computationally complex due to the full-rank transmit covariance matrices as optimization variables in combination with the iterative Lagrange multiplier search. By contrast, rank-one precoding-based multicasting provides practically achievable date-rates and significantly lowers the computational complexity (note that ZF-Rank-1 and Rank-1 MC are the same for single-group multicasting). Moreover, the results show that the performance gap between rank-one precoding and the multicasting capacity is rather limited. In addition, the SDR of problem (31) for the single-group case is included, leading to a convex SDP which yields a global upper bound of (31) on every tone separately [10] . This is equivalent to problem (19) with the summation over the tones shifted outside the min-function, i.e., full-rank precoding-based multicasting with independent per-tone channel coding (Full-Rank MC-PTCC). The small gap between Full-Rank MC-PTCC and Rank-1 MC indicates that Alg. 3 efficiently solves the non-convex problem (31) for the single-group case. Finally, standard unicasting (i.e. ZF-UC) is near-optimal for low-frequency channels, which are diagonally dominant (see Fig. 2 ). By consequence, the relative gain of multicasting is typically larger in case of a higher starting frequency (e.g. to enforce spectral compatibility with VDSL2 35MHz in the same cable binder)
B. MULTI-GROUP MULTICASTING
A first considered multi-group scenario (referred to as scenario A) is obtained by dividing the 10-line G.fast cable binder into G = 4 multicast groups with two or three users per group. A second multi-group scenario (referred to as scenario B) consists of a single six-user multicast group, together with four unicast users (i.e. four single-user groups). In contrast to scenario A, scenario B exhibits strong non-convexity with possibly very sub-optimal solutions, due to the unbalanced group sizes. For instance, in case all five groups have the same unity weight {α g = 1}, the multicasting schemes tend to shut down the large multicasting group in favor of the single-user groups. To counter this, the weight of the large multicasting group is increased to α 1 = 3, which is fair as this group represents more users than the single-user groups. The numerical results of scenario A are summarized in Table 2 for the case with unit group weights (α g = 1, ∀g). The numerical results of scenario B are summarized in Table 3 .
The numerical results show that also for the multi-group case the G.fast channels admit a significant multicasting gain, although naturally smaller than in the single-group case. Nonetheless, the average bit-rate achieved by each group with Rank-1 MC is increased by more than 200 Mbps in both scenarios over the baseline unicasting scheme. Further, the performance gap between Rank-1 MC and Full-rank MC (the latter providing an information theoretic upper bound) is rather small. Besides being practically achievable, Rank-1 MC also has a much lower computational complexity than Full-rank MC, since its corresponding problem (31) is fully decoupled across the tones and only requires the computation of rank-one precoder matrices (instead of full-rank covariance matrices, see Section IV-A). The gain of Rank-1 MC over Rank-1 ZF-MC is primarily achieved in the higher frequency part of the spectrum (see Fig. 3 and 4) , where allowing some residual inter-group interference in exchange for useful signal power gain yields a net SINR gain.
The convergence of the proposed iterative trust-region methods (i.e. Rank-1 and ZF-Rank-1 MC) is shown in Fig. 5 for scenario A and B. In each iteration, if condition (37) is not satisfied, the objective from the previous successful iteration is used. Fig. 5 shows a fast convergence, with a relative objective increase smaller than 10 −3 after ten iterations in both scenarios. For comparison, the SCA-based algorithm proposed in [21] for minimum group rate maximization is adopted here for WSGR maximization and included in Fig. 5 . This method involves a non-linear constraint in each iteration, which for the WSGR case however may be converted equivalently into a geometric mean objective (which in turn may be transformed into a system of SOC constraints [42] ). Both SCA methods exhibit a similar convergence speed and achieve almost the same WSGR (only on some high frequency tones a different local optimum is obtained), which demonstrates the viability and stability of SCA for rank-one precoding-based multicasting in G.fast DSL networks.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper studied physical-layer multicasting design for downstream G.fast DSL transmission, which corresponds to a multi-user multi-tone (i.e., multi-carrier) scenario. As an information-theoretic upper bound, the transmit covariance matrices are assumed to be full-rank in combination with joint channel coding across the tones. For a single group, this corresponds to the multicasting capacity. Maximizing the minimum total bit-rate leads to a non-linear convex SDP, which is solved with Lagrange dual decomposition, in order to decouple the problem across tones. This approach is extended for maximizing the WSGR in a multi-group multicasting scenario, by relying on DC programming. In addition, rank-one single-stream precoding with independent per-tone channel coding is considered as a practical multicasting scheme. To compute the precoding matrices in this scheme, instead of relying on computationally complex SDR, a SCA-based trust-region algorithm is developed. Finally, simulations of a G.fast cable binder are provided to show that the practical multicasting schemes operate close to the information-theoretic multicasting upper bound.
APPENDIX A EUCLIDEAN PROJECTION OF θ ONTO THE CONSTRAINT SET
In each iteration i of the dual decomposition algorithm, the subgradient update vector θ 
The (partial) Lagrangian of the above problem is
It is observed that for fixed µ, minimizing the L(θ , µ) subject to non-negative {θ n } admits the following closed-form solution:
Hence, the optimal µ can be derived by enforcing 
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Alg. 2 is a special case of the non-smooth successive upper bound minimization (SUM) algorithm presented in [34] , with results that are also valid for the case with complex variables. Let f (C (l) ) and m(C|C (l−1) ) denote the objective value in (19a) and (23a), respectively, with m(C|C (l−1) ) referred to as the model. Observe then that f (C) and m(C|C (l−1) ) are composite functions, with g α g min{·} a concave function and the {b n k (C k )} and {b n k C k |C (l−1) k } continuously differentiable functions. Additionally, the power constraints (19b) and (19c) form a convex and compact feasible region C for the transmit covariance matrices C. Then the following conditions hold:
2) The model is a tight and global lower bound for the objective function, i.e., for all C ∈ C:
3) The directional derivative of the model and the objective function are equal in every point C = C ∈ C. Hence, the monotonically non-decreasing convergence of f (C (l) ) is established by observing that
due to condition 2 and the optimality of solving (23) . Moreover, since the generated sequence {C (l) } is always in the bounded set C, every subsequence (of which there exists at least one) converges to a certain limit point C * . In combination with (47) this implies that
and hence that C * is a stationary point of (24) , and thus equivalently also of (19) due to condition 3 [34] .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Define the objective function of problem (31) at tone k as
As each tone k is handled independently, the tone index in this appendix is dropped for conciseness. The monotonically non-decreasing convergence of f (P (l) ) is established by the trust region condition in (37) that is satisfied in each iteration. To show convergence to a stationary point, a similar proof outline as in [38, Chapter 12] is followed. Observe that f (P) is a composite function where g α g min{·} is a concave function and the {b n k (P k )} are continuously differentiable; and that the power constraints (31c) form a convex and compact feasible region P for the precoding matrix P, such that f (P) is bounded from above. Then the following conditions hold [38] , [43] :
1) The objective function f (P) is locally Lipschitz continuous and regular in P ∈ P. 2) The model m(P|P) is locally Lipschitz continuous and regular in P ∈ P for all P ∈ P, and continuous in (P, P).
3) The objective function and model have the same value when P = P, i.e., f (P) = m(P|P) for all P ∈ P. 4) The directional derivative of the model and the objective function are equal in every point P = P ∈ P. Further, based on [43] , consider the following specific first-order criticality measure for problem (31) in P ∈ P, without loss of generality:
Note that π µ P is always positive for any µ > 0 and non-decreasing in µ for all µ > 0. Moreover, π µ P = 0 if and only if P is a stationary point of (31) . This means that there exists no feasible direction in which the model m(P|P) (which is a first-order approximation of f (P)) increases. The condition that Alg. 3 converges to the set of stationary points hence corresponds to
Condition (50) can be proven to hold by contradiction. As the generated sequence {P (l) } by Alg. 3 is in the bounded set P, every subsequence must converge to a certain limit point P * . Suppose now that such a limit point is not a stationary point, i.e. π 1 P * > 0. Then, it can be shown that there exist strictly positive trust region radii l ≥ min > 0 which satisfy (37) for all iterations l of that subsequence, by using conditions 1 to 4 [38, Th. 11.2.3/11.2.4]. This gives for every iteration l
where in case l ≥ 1, we have that
Otherwise, in case l < 1, we have that
where (54) is valid due to π x · /x being non-increasing in x > 0 [43, Lemma 2.1(iv)]. This means that the objective value increases in every iteration as long as a stationary point is not approached, i.e., f (P (l+1) ) > f (P (l) ), ∀l, such that the subsequence f (P (l) ) grows to infinity when l goes to infinity. This contradicts with f (P) being bounded from above due to the power constraints. Hence, P * must be a stationary point with π 1 P * = 0. VOLUME 7, 2019 
